Trump Encourages Racist Conspiracy Theory About Kamala Harris

President Trump said he heard that Ms. Harris, the presumptive Democratic vice-presidential nominee born in California, was not eligible for the ticket, repeating a theory that is rampant among his followers. Constitutional scholars quickly called his words false and irresponsible.


Note: With this punch below Ms. Kamala Harris' belt by this buffon Trump I am flabbergasted by a 'Messiah' President that was voted in mainly by the Christian evangelists and redneck trash--Marlboro marauders (Anglos)--who throughout the 17th and 18th centuries kidnapped people from the continent of Africa, forced them into slavery in the American colonies and exploited them to work as indentured servants and labor in the production of crops such as tobacco and cotton.

The East India Company exploited India on a scale that dwarfs the fortunes of any commercial enterprise. It was owned by the anglos from Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and America. Today they are united as the Five Eyes to safeguard the wealth of their colonies where immigrants like me are welcome not because they like us but because they need us. Remember the 1970s "whites only" immigration policy of Australia?

With President Trump's latest lie I can unequivocally say that never has any President or Prime Minister of any country sunk so low ........ by a wide margin. This man must go and Kamala Harris WILL bring him down. Trump knows his nemesis is going to be a woman, not Biden.

America is undergoing a fundamental change like nothing else in history. The last time I was optimistic was when President Keneddy led this nation. I can't wait for Kamala Harris to give hope to HALF THE SKY of the world.

But for me it is the promised return of THE DEVI--the Age of the Holy Spirit has Come. We must awaken to be guided towards collectively collapsing that Quantum probability because we are the Observer!

(We will revisit these topics in future so that the significance of THE DEVI's ten hands is understood in greater detail.)